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EDITORIAL

Happy New Year 2020
As we approaching the new year, we hope we can leave behind the hostility and instability
that we have faced in our political climate this year. We hope to look to the new future
ahead of us. We hope this election will help us to move forward positively and shape the
future of our industry and nation.
Without a doubt, it has been a really challenging period, especially with issues of uncertainty
over Brexit. However, we have hope that things will get better for everyone. Hence, we
would like to take this opportunity to wish all our readers, sponsors, advertisers and
everyone within the hospitality industry a very happy christmas and prosperous new year.
We are truly grateful for everything that we have been able to achieve in this decade, and
we hope that our success and your support for us continues to grow. Happy New Year!

Taste of Britain Curry Festival
- Kathmandu, Nepal 2020

Taste of Britain Curry Festival has travelled all over the Indian Sub-continent and beyond
with British curry, but never made it to Nepal. Curry Life is pleased to announce its first
ever fixture at the Nepalese capital, Kathmandu with a five star hotel, the Radisson
Kathmandu. We are also excited that highly acclaimed chef Dominic Chapman from the
mainstream of British food scene will be joining curry chef team to showcase the 'Best of
British' food alongside British curry. Those who has been to Taste of Britain Curry Festival
know this is an event not to be missed. Our requests to foodies, chefs and restaurateurs to
mark the dates for first ever Taste of Britain at the Kathmandu, Nepal.

The Stubborn Brilliancy of Gary Rhodes
Following the news reports all over the globe about the Chef ’s tragic death due to the suffering of
a subdural hematoma, although he was known for his culinary talents and mastery and his gelled
spiky hair, he was also known to be just that little bit stubborn too.
Kit Chapman MBE, and the director of The Castle Hotel in Taunton, Somerset, who gave Rhodes
his first head chef role told Sky News that Gary was aged just 26 and he could see straight away
that the young man, had something special, and wanted to harness that great talent within him”.
However, Mr Chapman said that Gary had been influenced by some of the great chefs in France,
and his cooking style was ultra nouvelle cuisine, which was a very different to the English Way. He
had to be explained that this was not what The Castle Hotel in Taunton was about. It was an ancient
Norman Castle with origins in back in the 11th century, but English food was pretty disgusting at
the time and you couldn't find a decent Lancashire hotpot anywhere. Gary was horrified when
asked to do an English Hotpot or any English dishes, but he just embraced this whole idea of an
English project of creating a renaissance in the English repertoire, and he ran it with enormous
success. He was a very determined guy meaning that he could often be quite stubborn. If he had
a point of view, he'd stick by it and invariably he'd be right. But that's the mark of a great craftsman
who knows his own mind and knows what he wants to achieve and does it magnificently well.
Throughout this determination Gary earned a record five Michelin Stars throughout his career. He
appeared on Strictly Come Dancing in 2008. He became an author of more than 18 cookery books
and his personal achievements included being honoured with an OBE for services to the hospitality
industry in 2006 and cooking for Princess Diana, Tom Hanks, the Jordan Formula One team, the
British team at Le Mans, and for his beloved Manchester United before leaving the UK in 2010 to
start a new life in Dubai and Rhodes Twenty10. Chef Tom Kerridge described Rhodes as " One
of the greatest British chefs who put British food on the world stage"
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Curry Life CeLebrates
a speCtaCuLar 10th anniversary
annuaL awards

T

Surojit Walawalkar receiving Lifetime Achievement Award

he extravagant Curry Life Awards Ceremony of
2019 took place on Sunday the 3rd November,
showcasing the best of the British curry industry.
Prior to the grand celebration, the magazine hosted its
second World Curry Expo during the day. The Expo was
dedicated to the members of the culinary industry, with
numerous services and products on display. However, we
all know that everyone was waiting for the evening, the dusk
to settle, the night to begin and the fireworks to start. The
Curry Life Awards of 2019 was nothing less than a night
filled with inspiration and heightened awe. A glamorous and
glitzy black tie evening, celebrated with style and pizazz
inside the Grand Luxury Ballroom of London’s prestigious
Hilton Park Lane. The room was filled with lots of sparkle,
excitement, entertainment and much eagerly awaited
recognition of the tremendous pioneers and legendaries of
the culinary industry.

broadcaster journalist Cathy Newman, who began the event
with an interesting anecdote on cooking up a Chicken
Jalfrezi. Alongside Newman was co-host and BBC Presenter
Adam Shaw, who stressed the importance and cultivation
of determination and resilience. Shaw elegantly emphasised
the significance of working hard, putting in effort and
working extra hours. The focus on promoting the curry
industry was definitely food for thought.

The Editor’s memorable speech
The Curry Life Editor, Syed Belal Ahmed, gave a wonderful
overview on the history and journey of the Curry Life
Awards Ceremony, focusing from the magazine's humble
beginning in 2009 to its extravagant growth in its 10th year
at the Hilton London Park Lane. Another tribute was made
in addition for the pioneers and teachers who have left their
mark in the curry industry for our future generations. He
particularly said, “ We are very proud to honour the
extraordinary curry heroes who have left behind a legacy,
without them the curry industry would not be what it is
today”. The importance of the enormous contribution that
British Curry Chefs have had on the economy, especially at
the time of another General Election, and the uncertain
state of Brexit in British history is definitely worth
celebrating.
a

The Celebration’s Opening
The event started with an unexpected explosion of a
sparkling Bollywood musical performance by The Angel
Dance group to the Bollywood hit song, “Chittiyan
Kalayan". This uplifting and mesmerising performance left
the audience in awe and anticipation.
The glamorous ceremony was hosted by Channel 4 News

5
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vital role in helping the restaurants in this continually, rapidly
changing world we live in. There was a key emphasis from
Lord Bilimoria about putting back into the restaurant
industry, which genuinely inspired the winning chefs of the
night. He also quoted from Mahatma Gandhi that “ You have
to live as if you are going to die tomorrow and you learn as
if you are going to live forever”.

Headline Sponsor Matt Bushby of Just Eat says;
“The Curry industry is an iconic part of British Culture and
continues to play a vital role on the Just Eat platform.
Running a business in this sector is truly demanding. Just Eat
recognizes that how important it is to recognize the curry
industry as they grow and develop there businesses and we
are campaigning to make sure that it is nurtured either
through immigration or home grown talent and also actively
supporting take-aways to support healthier choices whether
they are eating out or ordering in.

The Nominated Award Categories of 2019
The Editor’s Choice Awards for the best restaurants of 2019
The Curry life Editor’s Choice Awards were the first to be
given out. This special category saw various talented chefs
collecting awards, including a range of curry connoisseurs
from The Taj Cuisine, Shampan Restaurant & Cocktail
Lounge, The Whitecroft Indian Restaurant, The Himalaya
Restaurant, Blue Tiffin Restaurant and the Riverside Spice.

A Bittersweet opening from
Lord Bilimoria of Cobra Beer
Lord Karan Bilimoria CBE, of Cobra Beer being the
sponsor of Curry Life and the strongest voice of the curry
industry eloquently claimed, “ The awards recognise the
dedication, hard work, determination and success of the
members of the Curry Industry in the UK as well as the
industry’s tremendous contribution to the British Economy.
The Curry industry employs over 100,000 people with sales
of billions of pounds and contributing hugely to the
Exchequer every year.
We have had such significant change over the past three
decades with the increase in the ability of people to travel
affordably all over the world; with the galloping advance in
mobile communication over the past two decades; and with
the phenomenal rise of the Internet over the past two
decades. The industry has had to keep abreast of all these
changes, not just cope with them, but to adapt and take
advantage of the benefits of these changes whilst also trying
always to be ahead of the curve. Curry Life magazine has a

The Best Take Away Awards 2019
The Best Takeaway Award was handed out to Fusion Food
Takeaway, St Albans, Tiffin Take-away in Chesterfield, Little
India Takeaway in Bolton, Surma Takeaway in Stevenage and
Mahim Indian takeaway, Shrewsbury.

The Best Restaurant Award 2019
The best restaurants in the nominated winner list were; Ruhel
Hoque of The Indian Ocean Restaurant in Cambridge. Badal
Miah from the Paprika Restaurant in Hitchin, Akhtar Miah
of Forts of India Restaurant in Malpas, Cheshire. Rezwan
Ahmed of Le Raaj Restaurant in County Durham. Abu
Mojid of Chandini Restaurant, Sawbridgeworth. Mohammed
Choudhury of Viraj Indian Cuisine, Cornwall. Imran Ahmed
of Oasis Restaurant in Batley. Mohid Miah of London House
Restaurant, in Staffordshire. Surman Ali, Deshi Spice

6
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The Nominated Award Categories of 2019

Whitecroft Indian Restaurant

Blue Tiffin

Himalaya Restaurant

Riverside Spice

Shampan Cocktail Lounge

Taj Cuisine

Restaurant in Bedford. Naim Rahman of The Indian
Brasserie in South Tyneside. Zakir Khan, of Zyka Indian
Eatery in Reading. Shamim Ahmed of Jolsa Indian Restaurant
in Teeside. Asrafur Rahman of New Delhi Restaurant in
Grays, Essex. Syedur Rahman of The Milnrow Balti,
Rochdale and Suhel Ahmed of Noor Jahan Restaurant in
Surrey.

our philosophy of food and sustainability.”

Best International Honour Award 2019
Subrata Debnath Business Head and General Manager of
the Zamindari themed boutique hotel Raajkutir Swabhumi
in Kolkata, is also a multi-talented star in India’s hospitality
5 Star dining scene. The hotel depicts The British Era in
India, being one of the prestigious flagship hotels of Ambuja
Neotia Group. Working previously as the Executive Chef of
the Hyatt, Hilton and Taj Hotel chains, he has won the silver
medal in the Middle East Food Festival, aswell as having the
privilege to serve to the Presidents and Prime Ministers of
India along with other VIP dignitaries from across the world.
Mr Subrata said “ I feel honoued and privileged to be part

Best European and International Awards 2019
The European Awards which went to Muskot Kok and Bar,
in Stockholm in Sweden, Risul Amin who is the founder of
the new Muskot Restaurant said “ with a new approach to
Bangladeshi Cuisine and introducing The traditional Bengali
Thali, became a natural step that goes completely in line with

7
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of the International Curry Life Awards and to Mr
Ahmed and Mr Pasha for inviting me to London from
Kolkata. Thank you Curry Life for giving me this
privilege.”

The Curry Life Best Chef Awards of 2019
The Best Chef nominees were; Harun Miah from Lea
Cross Tandoori, from the town of Shrewsbury, Babul
Hussain from Black Peppers Restaurant in Wrexham. Chef
Abdul Aziz, from Tikka Tikka Indian Restaurant in North
Yorkshire. Chef Nazrul Islam from Biggles Lounge,
Bedfordshire. Chef Ruhel Rahman, from iNaga Restaurant
in West Wickham.

Curry Life International Hospitality Award 2019
Platinum Lounge is a new category introduced for new
innovation in the industry designed for international
travellers going into Sylhet. The new premium lounge is
being created to serve up high-end hospitality, top quality
restaurant and coffee lounge in Sylhet, Bangladesh.
Owner and winner of the award Musleh Ahmed said
“This award has inspired us to make more projects in
hospitality of an international standard, thank you Curry
Life.”

The Customers Choice Awards 2019
This is another category where customers nominated for a
specific set of restaurants to win and presenting this
category of awards. The first to collect the award was
Jaminoor and Joinul Choudhury from River Spice in
Fareham, starting at a very young age in the industry, they
have made a mark for their loyal customers. Next in the

Chandini Restaurant

Deshi Spice

Forts of India Restaurant

Indian Brasserie

Indian Ocean Restaurant

Jolsha Restaurant
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running was The Taste of Nawab in Muswell Hill. Owner
Abdul Rahman who likes to do things differently, by
acknowledging and encouraging children’s input; he says
“hard work and dedication are the keys to success, goodwill
has its own rewards and the children of today are
tomorrows customers it’s important not to ignore them”.
Its customers also nominated the Bengal Lounge, based in
County Durham. Owner Mohammed Bahar said “Our
customers have been very supportive about nominating us
and we have been so excited about being at the awards this
year”.

given to in commemoration of late caterer, M A Rahim and
the recipient for this award was former Secretary General
of the BCA, Mr Ashraf Uddin. In 2018 Curry Life
introduced an award in memory of late M A Rahim
legendary Bangladeshi caterer. An award named after a truly
inspirational individual, who owned one of the largest
chains of curry restaurants during late 80s and early 90s. He
demonstrated formidable statistical prowess when he
established economic data for the UK curry trade. This
inspirational businessman passed away due to a heart attack
one year before the millennium. He was only 48 years old.
This prestigious award presented by Pina Rahim the
daughter of late M A Rahim and Syed Nahas Pasha, Editorin-Chief of Curry Life.

The Prestigious Curry Life M A Rahim
Memorial Award 2019
The prestigious annual Curry Life Memorial Award was

Le Raaj Rstaurant

New Delhi Restaurant

London House Restaurant

Noor Jahan Restaurant

Milnrow Balti Restaurant

Oasis Restaurant
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Paprika Restaurant

Viraj Restaurant

Zyka Restaurant

River Spice Restaurant

Brit-Asian singer, Arjun who performed a collaboration of
Bollywood and English fusion songs. This was followed by
the highly anticipated dinner provided by Madhu’s with
house specialities of traditional curries, selections of rice and
a combination of traditional Indian desserts. There was also
the famous addition of ‘ Sweet Paan’ at the end and I found
myself telling my fascinated table colleagues about the
purpose and history of this delicacy in South Asian culture.
The gentlemen seemed to become very upbeat and merry
about the translation of the Bollywood song (Having a shot
of vodka and dancing with them). I was smiling every
moment. seeing my fellow English colleagues enjoying the
Bollywood music. However soon thereafter, I had a chance
to catch up with some of the guests, VIPs and award winners
to obtain a few words about the enlightening event of 2019.
Here’s what they have to say about the evening and the
future ahead of us.

The Final Lifetime Achievement Award of 2019
This spectacular award was presented by Rushanara Ali,
MP of Bethnal Green and Bow giving an astounding
speech to celebrate the contributions of past generations
of curry masters who have placed a special place in the
hearts of the British Asian and Bangladeshi communities
and the need for wanting hot curries throughout the
elections and tough campaigns luring ahead next month.
The Lifetime Achievement Award went to Surojit
Walawalker, in appreciation of his transient culinary
journey and celebrating his lifetime contributions,
dedicated service and passion to the British Curry Industry.
He is our pioneer behind introducing Indian Beer to UK
Curry Industry. Mr Walawalker said “ I am deeply
honoured and want to thank all the people who have
played an important part in my life over 45 years. My first
entry to the UK beer market was with Kingfisher, which
was a difficult and an impossible task, but we managed to
make it through. I can say that neither Cobra Beer nor I
could have achieved anything without a valuable and
excellent sales force and team to breakthrough to the UK
market. A massive congratulations to Syed Pasha, Syed
Belal, and the Curry Life team, for their drive, excellence
and passion. They have taken the Chefs; the Restaurateurs
and the whole curry industry to another surprising level. I
am the last generation and you are the new generation.
Long live your vision and enterprise”.
The last part of the evening ended with a heart warming
closing speech by Mr Syed Nahas Pasha, Editor in Chief
of Curry Life. The event was then amazingly greeted by

How do you feel about receiving an award today?
“Firstly, I would like to say congratulations to Curry Life on
the 10th year. It was an honour to be a recipient of The
Curry Life award 2019 and this made the event a memorable
one for me, and my guests. It was an amazing evening with
food, entertainment and resulted in a rare opportunity to
network with those in the industry. The Curry Life Magazine
has great articles and information that will benefit those in
the catering trade”.
(Suhel Ahmed, Owner and winner of Noor Jahan Restaurant)

How do you feel the awards contribute to the curry
industry?
“The curry industry has become a central feature of British
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Bengal Lounge Restaurant

Nawab Restaurant

Ashraf Uddin

Muskot Restaurant, Sweden

life and culture - and with good reason. The food is
delicious and made life so much richer when first
introduced in the UK when I was growing up. The exotic
flavours made a wonderful change from the standard British
fare of 'meat and two veg'. I remember being invited to
celebrate the Queen's birthday in Cambodia and amongst
the fish and chips, Cornish pasties and Scottish haggis, by
far the most popular option was Chicken Tikka masala, now
officially a British dish! Events like the awards dinner,
together with magazines like Curry life are important in
reminding people of the important role of the industry
socially, culturally and economically in maintaining the UK
as a diverse society. The awards provide an incentive to all
involved in the industry to maintain this contribution”.

and the costs will increase. The Government will need to
intervene e.g.: reduce VAT, rates and postpone any
minimum wage increases. As for restaurateurs it will be
about making harsh choices and taking measures to
mitigate price increases in goods. e.g. “ temporary menu
price increases. Staff agreement in salary sacrifice and
extreme measures. However remaining positive and with
confidence, businesses can find ways to overcome such
adversity. Being responsive and reacting to changes is
crucial.
(Faz Ali, Businessman, Shifnal Balti Restaurant, Shropshire)

Making a conscious effort to excel the awards even further
and the event becoming a major milestone and inspiration
for the people of the industry, we want to make the Curry
Life Awards stronger, expanded and more diverse than
ever. Meanwhile being the last event of the decade, the
exciting categories of the international, European and
Lifetime achievement additions have made this event a
world- class game-changer.
Not to forget this couldn’t be achieved without the support
of our sponsors and supporters. So once again thank you
to Just Eat, Cobra Beer, Unisoft Solutions, Travel Link,
Greater than Gin, Print Today and Pride Factors and The
Curry Life Awards Team, we look forward to seeing
another spectacular event on Sunday 15th November 2020
at The Royal Lancaster Hotel landscaped over two grand
floors, so be prepared to be amazed even more in 2020.

(Geoffrey Payne Principal of GPA. International Housing and Urban
Development Consultants)

“We will continue to show our support to the Currylife
Team, who organised the programme really well. The
evening was well attended, a brilliant service and food and
the atmosphere and entertainment was most astonishing”.
(Atique Chowdhary Businessman and Restaurateur)

So the big question hanging over our heads, being a
prominent restaurateur, what are your thoughts about
the affect of Brexit on the curry industry?
For those that have no contingency in place it will be too
late. The food industry will be the first to be affected if the
government doesn’t find ways to ease the initial disruption

By Tahira Khan
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Biggles Lounge

Black Peppers

iNaga Restaurant

Lea Cross Tandoori

Tikka Tikka Restaurant

Fusion Food Takeaway

Little India Takeaway

Mahim Indian Takeaway

Tiffin Takeaway

Surma Takeaway
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WE MAKE
RESTAURANTS
WORK
...and have done for
over 30 years
v
We have ﬁtted out over 1000
restaurants for the
Asian community

v
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v
Call now for free quotation
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CROSSING THE LINE
OF CONTAmINATION

Vegans avoid exploiting
animals for any purpose,
with compassion being a
key reason many choose a
vegan lifestyle. From
accessories and clothing to
makeup and bathroom
items, animal products and
products tested on animals
are found in more places
than you might expect.

The Vegan Society
commented on the issue
and said “It would be the
same principle for both
vegans and vegetarians to
avoid beef. The burger
wouldn't be cooked in beef
broth - it will simply be
grilled using the same grill
as meat burgers, so there is
no broth or oil involved.
Of course, it would be
ideal if Burger King had a
separate grill and avoided
cross contamination as far
as possible, but we realise
this may not be possible in
some branches dues to
cost/space available”.

Food for thought
Following the recent news reports on
Burger King being sued for cooking the
Impossible Whopper in the same broiler
as beef and chicken, this has made it
somewhat impossible for Vegetarians to
purchase the plant- based burger, But
‘The Impossible Whopper’, ironically is
sounding like that it has become virtually
impossible for vegetarians to eat this, it’s
actually doing what it is saying. With
reports mentioning that the fast food
chain would start selling the burger
across all of its US stores from
Thursday 8 August, it was discovered
that the actual burger is made from soy
and potato proteins and also includes
coconut and sunflower oils, heme, and
Methylcellulose, which is a culinary
binder often found in ice cream. It also
bleeds like a meat patty.

Veganism vs Vegetarianism
Taken from the Oxford Dictionary “

Vegans eat no animal products,
whilst Vegetarians don't eat animals,
but may eat products that come from
them such as dairy and eggs,
although both parties tend to follow
the same set of guidelines meaning
to eat nothing that comes from an
animal. Veganism is a way of living,
which seeks to exclude, as far as is
possible all forms of exploitation of,
and cruelty to, animals for food,
clothing or any other purpose.
The Vegan Society states that the
philosophy of being vegan is a way
of living and seeks to exclude as far
as possible all forms of exploitation
of, and cruelty to, animals for food,
clothing or any other purpose. It
promotes the development and use
of animal-free alternatives for the
benefit of animals, humans and the
environment. In dietary terms,
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The issue is about cross
contamination. If companies are
looking to market and cater for the
Vegan and Vegetarian sector then it
would be beneficial for large food
chains to invest in a separate grill,
which would make life easier for the
consumer and the provider. If the
burger were cooked separately would
remove any uncertainty and give peace
of mind for the customer. On the other
hand, it was discovered that the fine
print in the burger’s description on the
company’s website stated that the
patties are flame-grilled in the same
broiler used to cook beef and chicken,
meaning they could still be
contaminated with meat. The burger
was never advertised as vegetarian, it
was advertised as being “0% beef ” and
the consumer should also fact check
and understand the small print too
before co.

A life sketch - Surojit Walawalkar

The man who
inTroduced
indian Beer To
The uK marKeT

“

When people, restaurant
owners and customers alike,
heard the drinks were
imported from India, there
was instant hesitation. The
perception of poor hygiene
standards, especially the
quality of water in a
developing country like India
was brought into question.

E

loquent, organised and
engaging. These are the
words which best
describe Surojit Walawalkar, who
considers his 11 years with
United Breweries Group to be
the “pinnacle” of his long career
in marketing. As he tells
CurryLife his story, successes and
failures included, it is clear that
every single moment of his
career and life has been a dream.
It is a story to which young,
budding marketeers would do
well to listen to and learn from.
Mr Walawalkar – or Wally, as he
likes to call himself – is the true
definition of a role model.
His journey begins in 1961 when,
following his BSc in St Xavier’s
College in Calcutta, he studied a
postgraduate diploma in Business
Studies at the Scottish College of
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Commerce in Glasgow, winning
the Turnbull prize as student of
the Year. He then completed a
three-year graduate
apprenticeship in
Wolverhampton engineering firm
Joseph Sankey and Sons Ltd
(GKN), before returning to India
as Product Sales Manager at
GKN’s subsidiary in Mumbai,
Guest Keen Williams Ltd.
After four years in this job, Wally
felt the scope for marketing in its
true sense was quite limited in
the manufacturing sector. It was
then that he decided to move to
the retail consumer market. He
said: “I wanted to do something
that had a connection with
people. Consumer marketing
seemed to appeal to me greatly
and was closer to what I had
studied for.”

FEATURE

precursor to the ubiquitous “Pot Noodle” developed by
Golden Wonder after they took over the company.
It was not until the late 70s that Wally stepped into the
beer market; the field that would become his “claim to
fame”. United Breweries of India at this time felt it was a
good opportunity for them to set up their own branch in
UK marketing a range of their products particularly their
flagship product Kingfisher beer, he said. While their
agents BE International were importers and distributors
of food and drinks predominantly from China and India,
they were not brand developers.
Despite the fact that Indian restaurants were growing in
popularity during the time, the drinks sold in the
restaurant market remained dominated by the likes of
Dortmunder and Carlsberg. A full-scale marketing project
for introducing Kingfisher beer to the niche Indian
restaurants was needed.

Sure enough, the prestigious Hindustan Lever Ltd hired
Wally as Product Manager in the New Foods Division of
their Mumbai Head Office in 1968. As anyone associated
with its parent company, Unilever, will know – this is a
truly ‘once in a lifetime’ opportunity to work with a
world-class company at the forefront of brand marketing.
Wally returned to the UK in the early 1970s as Hindustan
Lever’s Export Manager for packaged Indian food
products. This was his first foray into the emerging Indian
retail food and drinks market.
He joined their UK agents, BE International Foods Ltd,
focussing on their Rajah brand spices along with imported
Indian brands like Hima, Kissan and Dippys. Here he also
got the opportunity to help start up a subsidiary company
called Crown Noodles, manufacturing instant noodles in
Crumlin, South Wales. Apart from making instant noodles
his company developed the UK’s first ‘cup noodle’ – a

Bangla Beer launch with prominent Bangladeshi caterers. Mr Walawalkar is in the far right. (1996)
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Walawalkar’s marketing ingenuity came into play.
“During the 90s, the exotic taste of curry had increasingly
become a part of the British food pallete,” he said. With the
public already enamoured with the flavourful dishes of the
Indian subcontinent, the region’s beer was its natural
companion. A cold glass of Kingfisher or a Cobra beer
became the automatic accompaniment to any meal ordered at
an Indian restaurant.
“Curiously though”, he added, “a majority of the so-called
‘Indian restaurants’ that were in the popular hub of the
British public dining-out experience were actually

Thus a new company called United Breweries International
UK was launched at a gala event in the Dorchester in 1982
and Wally was appointed to head up the operation as Vice
President. So began his mission to introduce “Indian beer to
the ethnic niche market”.
This project was easier said than done.
”I found it to be an impossible task,” he said. “When people,
restaurant owners and customers alike, heard the drinks were
imported from India, there was instant hesitation. The
perception of poor hygiene standards, especially the quality
of water in a developing country like India was brought into

The explosive growth in the
Indian restaurant trade in
the 70s and 80s coincided
with a singularly important
historical moment in the
history of the Indian sub
continent. This was the
formation of Bangladesh and
its liberation movement
starting in the spring of 1971.
Lord Bilimoria, Surojit Walawalkar, Rushanara Ali MP and Syed Nahas Pasha

Bangladeshi.” Wally, who is half- Maharashtrian and halfBengali, explained that he identifies strongly with his Bengali
heritage, stemming from his mum’s side of the family.
Though born in Jaipur, he completed his schooling and
college in Calcutta, and was principally brought up by his
Bengali maternal grandparents.
Though he doesn’t explicitly mention it, this part of his
identity is what probably drew him to the prospect of
recognising the brilliant contributions of the Bangladeshi
community to the Indian food market in the UK. The
explosive growth in the Indian restaurant trade in the 70s
and 80s coincided with a singularly important historical
moment in the history of the Indian sub continent. This was
the formation of Bangladesh and its liberation movement
starting in the spring of 1971.
As time progressed, many enterprising people from the
Bangladesh especially from and around Sylhet and Dhaka
emigrated to the UK. They helped expand exponentially the
growing ‘Indian’ restaurant trade. Restaurants serving Indian
food began spreading into every nook and corner of UK:
from leafy suburban towns to remote villages in every part
of England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland.
He said: “I thought that the role of Bangladesh had to be
recognised in some way by the consuming public and from a

question.”
A long shipping journey, delays at customs clearance, non
palletised cargo, all added to further quality concerns. Finally,
there was no availability of draught lager in India.
This ultimately led him to start a joint venture for United
Breweries with a Kent-based brewery called Shepherd
Neame. This was the first joint venture of its kind to brew
Kingfisher under license anywhere in the world. The solution
worked like a charm, because it could now be supplied in
draught and bottled form. This was the first time Kingfisher
lager was available in draught, and the 1980s saw Indian beerproduced in the UK- finding a place on the menus of most
Indian restaurants and with taps sitting instead of or next to
Carlsberg.
Throughout the decade, Kingfisher, brewed under license in
the UK, mainly dominated the market. Then, as the 80s came
to a close, a new bottled brand imported from India called
Cobra Beer was launched in by Karan Bilimoria CBE – with
the claim of being ‘authentically Indian’ and being less ‘gassy’
– it established a growing share of the market.
Soon enough, Cobra followed the inevitable steps of being
brewed in the EU under license and, by introducing a
draught version, the market for Indian beers in the 90s
became bigger and fiercely competitive. This is where Surojit
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marketing point of view. I wondered: ‘why not have a brand
of beer that echoes a connection between the country where
the owners, managers, chefs and waiters come from?’”
This gave birth to the brand of premium beer called
“Bangla”. Even if the move had an emotional motivation,
the fact that it was a clever marketing scheme can’t be argued,
and Wally reluctantly acknowledges it.
Not neglecting the other stream of Indian restaurants that
were not Bangladeshi, he also launched a brand called “Lal
Toofan”. This was carefully researched and the brand name
was chosen to have a more blatantly Indian sounding name,

Refresh UK in 2006, where he continued to work tirelessly
for another six years after decided to “retire” from his long
marketing career.
Alongside his work as a marketing consultant, Wally has
extended his work experience to volunteering for charitable
organisations over the last 14 years.
He said: “I took a special interest in learning disabilities as
my eldest son has learning disabilities and autism. I took up
the chairmanship of the management committee of St
Joseph’s Pastoral Centre, which provides courses and
activities for adults with learning disabilities for the RC
Diocese of Westminster until
2006.
“I’m currently the Chairman of
CAPE, an association of carers
and parents of persons with
learning disability in Enfield, and I
am also on the Learning Disability
Partnership board for Enfield
Local Authority.
“It is work in a very different
setting compared to the world of
business,” he added, but I don’t
think he’d want it any other way, if
the pride and joy that shines
through in his voice is anything to
go by.
Surojit “Wally” Walawalkar has
lots of interesting parts to his life
story that one can focus on, be it
his time working alongside
business executives, entrepreneurs and owners of companies
large and small, or serving as a board member in a charity or
a local authority sector. He readily admits that after 56 years
of being happily married, he owes a huge debt of gratitude
to his clear-thinking, supportive and quietly-inspiring wife
Ann, who is a retired senior civil servant hailing from
Scotland. He talks proudly about his two sons, daughter and
three grandchildren who have all made notable successes in
their own ways. But the part of his life that not many people
focus on is the successful story of the introspective, yet
ambitious and articulate, immigration who has made a life for
himself in the UK by doing what he’s good at and what he
enjoys.
When this point is made, he is flattered and honoured. It
seems that being recognised for the journey he’s been on isn’t
high on Walawalkar’s list of priorities. “Being forgotten is
only a part of life,” he said. As the dust settles on forgotten
chapters of his life he cannot help but think of a quote from
of revered writer and philosopher Khalil Gibran.
“Yesterday is but today’s memory and tomorrow is today’s
dream.”
This attitude, and the wisdom that so clearly envelopes his
every word, makes his story all the more worth remembering.
An example to inspire future generations.

thus declaring clear water from the more anglicised names
such as the established brands Kingfisher or Cobra.
Thus began the last chapter of his marketing career – the
launch of both “Lal Toofan,” aimed at the traditional Indian
restaurant sector of the market, and his crowning glory
“Bangla,” aimed at the larger Bangladeshi sector with more
than 6,000 restaurants. He thus aimed to bifurcate the ‘niche
Indian restaurant market’.
Wally left United Breweries Group in 1992 to become
Managing Director of their Shaw Wallace Overseas Ltd.
Using the tried and tested formula of joint venture brewing,
he started a new joint venture between Shaw Wallace
Overseas Ltd and Ushers of Trowbridge called Ushers Shaw
Wallace (USW Ltd). It was under this company that he in
1993 launched Lal Toofan and Bangla three years later.
With the passage of time, Ushers of Trowbridge closed
down its brewery in 2000 and the ownership of the brands
moved on to Refresh UK and now continues to be well
nurtured and supported by the successful company LWC in
Manchester.
The brands became a part of Wally’s remaining active career
in marketing until he retired in 2000. As successful brands
do, they continue to thrive. As a person who seems to have
kept busy for most of his life, it is no surprise that the 79year-old returned to work with a year later as a consultant for
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TOP TIPS
FOR A
HEALTHIER
MENU
by Charlotte Radcliffe
RNutr, BSc (Hons), Consultant Registered Nutritionist

The areas of health and well-being
have become huge consumer
trends which are set to continue
in momentum.
As business owners and operators you will know all too
well that it is vital to keep in step with changing customer
expectations; and the area of nutrition is no different.
The entire food industry, together with central and local
government, consumers, parents and schools have an
important role to play in helping to reduce nationwide obesity
levels and in supporting associated public health initiatives.

Top tips to improve the healthiness
of your menu
Across the Just Eat network there is already evidence of real
progress being made. Examples include offering smaller
portion sizes, adding low fat dishes, offering vegetable based
mains or side dishes, and low salt options. These small tweaks
can add up to a significant overall impact, really helping
consumers make healthier choices whether they are eating
out or ordering in.

Below are some top tips of things
you could consider in your own
restaurants:

HEALTHIER RECIPES
• Confirm with suppliers if any artificial trans fats (also
referred to as partially hydrogenated oils) are used in
cooking oil or products containing oil. If they are,
source alternatives.
• Avoid leaving cut vegetables exposed to air, light or heat
or in soak as this will cause nutrients to degrade. Once
prepared cover and chill them, and steam rather than boil.
• Purchase tinned fruit in natural unsweetened juice rather
than in syrup.

COOKING PRACTICES
• Ensure cooking oil contains <15% saturated fat. Veg oils
high in polyunsaturated and monounsaturated fatty acids
(e.g. sunflower, corn, or rapeseed) have less saturated fats
than oils such as lard, palm oil, ghee, and butter.
• Ensure cooking oil is maintained at the correct
temperature. Optimum frying conditions makes food
taste better and reduces the amount of fat absorbed.
• Don’t add salt to cooking water or prior to serving.
Drain or blot fried foods once cooked.

MENU VARIETY
• Continue to improve the breadth of choice available to
customers. Ensure healthy options and smaller portions
sizes are available and visible.
• Ensure water and low sugar drinks are available. Soft drinks
which do not contain added sugar also tend to be cheaper
than full sugar varieties.
• Consider more vegetable led dishes and. Include at least
1 portion of fruit or veg in kids meal deals.

˝J˙qTr
PojMqr \jq
KmPvw krJovt
vJrua rqJcKTîl
RNutr, BSc (Hons), Consultant Registered Nutritionist

Pyug FmÄ nJu gJTJr Kmw~Ka FUj
Tj\MqoJrPhr oPiq FTKa CPuäUPpJVq Kmw~
yP~ hJKÅzP~PZ FmÄ fJ ImqJyf rP~PZÇ
FT\j mqmxJ k´KfÔJPjr oJKuT S kKrYJuT KyxJPm IJkjJr nJu
TPrA \JjJ IJPZ TJˆoJrPhr kKrmftjvLu k´fqJvJ kNrPe KT
khPãk KjPf yPm; FmÄ kMKÓr Kmw~KaS Fr ßgPT IJuJhJ KTZá j~Ç
xŒMet lác A¥JKÓs, Px≤sJu S ßuJTJu VnetPo≤xy, Tj\MqoJr,
IKnnJmT S ÛáuèPuJ xTPuA PhvmqJKk SKmKxKa mJ ßoJaJ yS~Jr
oJ©J ToJPf FmÄ F xÄâJ∂ kJmKuT ßyug CPhqJVPT xyJ~fJ
TrPf èr∆fôkNet náKoTJ rJUPf kJPrjÇ

IJkjJr ßojMqPf ˝J˙qTr KhTKa Cjú~Pj krJovt
\Jˆ Aa Fr ßjaS~JPTt APfJoPiqA F KmwP~ xKfqTJrnJPm CjúKf
yPóZ FojKa ßhUJ pJPóZÇ ChJyrPer oPiq rP~PZ PZJa kvtj IlJr
TrJ, YKmt To Foj Kcx I∂nátÜ TrJ, vJTvK«r ßoAj S xJAc
Kcx IlJr TrJ, To ume pMÜ Ikvj AfqJKhÇ FA ßZJaUJPaJ
kKrmftj KT∂á xJKmtTnJPm KmvJu k´nJm rJUPf kJPrÇ FKa
xKfqTJrnJPm Tj\MqoJrPhr \jq ßyuKh~Jr YP~x IgJt& ˝J˙qTr
UJmJr kZPªr xMPpJV TPr KhPf kJPr fJ fJrJ mJAPr UJj IgmJ
WPr KjP~ UJjÇ

IJkjJr ßrÓMPrP≤ IJkKj KT TrPf kJPrj
ßx xŒPTt KTZá krJovt

PyuKh~Jr ßrKxKk
l

l

l

xJkäJ~JrPhr xJPg KjKÁf PyJj TáKTÄ IP~Pu IgmJ Pp CkJhJPj
ßfu rP~PZ fJPf ßTJj irPer TíK©o asqJ¿ lqJa (pJPT
IJÄKvTnJPm yJAPcsJP\jJPrPac IP~u muJ y~) rP~PZ KTjJÇ pKh
fJ gJPT KmT· KTZá mqmyJr Tr∆jÇ
TJaJ vJTvK« ßUJuJ mJfJPx, IJPuJPf, VrPo IgmJ KnK\P~ rJUJ
FKzP~ YuMj, FPf Fr kMKÔ CkJhJj TPo pJ~Ç QfKr TrJ yP~
ßVPu ßdPT rJUMj FmÄ bJ¥J rJUMjÇ mP~u IgJt& Px≠ TrJr YJAPf
Kˆo IgJt& mJÀ KhP~ rJjúJ Tr∆jÇ
KaPjr l∑áa jqJYJrJu IJjxMAPa¥ \MPxr oPiq gJTJKa KTjMj ßpKa
KxrJPkr oPiq rP~PZ ßxKa j~Ç

rJjúJ k≠Kf
l

l

l

TáKTÄ IP~Pu 15% xqJYJPrPac lqJa (xŒOÜ YKmt) rP~PZ fJ
KjKÁf Tr∆jÇ PnK\Pamu IP~Pu PmKv TPr kKuIJjxqJYJPrPac
FmÄ oPjJIJjxqJYJPrPac lqJKa FKxc rP~PZ ßpoj xJjlîJS~Jr,
Tet, IgmJ ßrkKxc IP~Pu To xqJYJPrPac lqJa rP~PZ pJ uJct,
kJo SP~u, KW FmÄ mJaJPrr ßYP~ ToÇ
TáKTÄ IP~u xKbT fJkoJ©J~ rP~PZ fJ KjKÁf Tr∆jÇ xKbT
fJkoJ©Jr PfPu nJ\J UJmJPrr ˝Jh IPjT nJu FmÄ FPf lqJa mJ
YKmt xÄpMÜ y~ ToÇ
rJjúJr kJKjPf IgmJ kKrPmvPjr kNPmt ume pMÜ TrPmj jJÇ nJ\J
UJmJr ßgPT Pfu ^KrP~ IgmJ ÊPw ßjjÇ

PojMqr KnjúfJ
l

l

l

TJˆoJrPhr kZPªr fJKuTJ Cjúf Tr∆jÇ PyuKh Ikvj FmÄ
PZJa kvtj xJA\ kJS~J pJ~ FmÄ PhUJPf kJPrj fJ KjKÁf
Tr∆jÇ
kJKj FmÄ To xMVJrpMÜ kJjL~ rP~PZ fJ KjKÁf Tr∆jÇ xla'
KcsÄT ßpèPuJPf IKfKrÜ xMVJrpMÜ j~ ßxèPuJ x˜J ßpèPuJPf
xMVJr rP~PZ Fr ßYP~Ç
vJTvK«r Kcx ßmKv rJUMj FmÄ mJóYJPhr Kou KcPu FT kvtj
ßnK\Pamu mJ l∑áa rJUMjÇ

CURRY TALK

GettinG Social at JolSha
T

he coming together of everyone, a term in Bengali
and also a new thing learnt when given the
opportunity to meet the inspiring culinary
entrepreneur and Curry Life Award winner of 2019, a
socialite yet also warm and friendly Shamim Ahmed of
Jolsha Restaurant based in Stockton on Tees who has been
burning the fires of love for food since 1991. He then
transitioned into a second restaurant opening just a stones
throw away in Marton in 2009. It wasn’t a false claim either
as I witnessed the quietness of the room turning into an
atmospheric and bustling restaurant during the Sunday
evening. The waiters and Chef ’s were preparing in
anticipation of a casual yet usual end of weekend business
regime. As the evening set in, the locals began walking and
settling in, looking very comfortable laughing and joking,
families, groups of local lads congratulating Mr Ahmed
for his award achievements, couples looking forward to I
believe a regular Sunday dinner. As I observed a somewhat
vibrant atmosphere at Jolsha, it was definitely the coming
together of everyone in the community. I managed to
whisk Mr Ahmed away before the 7-9pm peak hour set in
and spoke about his insight and passion for food industry,
and what keeps him ticking at all times.

SHAmIm AHmED - Interview by Tahira Khan
us at all to do anything as we had the freedom of
independence, which was a really good thing. Now the
mind-set has shifted even more from the previous
generations to allow children the freedom and
independence to choose their own career paths.

So tell me about your culinary journey since 1991?
Well my Grandfather and father’s family business from
back home was in the garment wholesale retail industry,
it was like working in Debenhams and I only had
experience in selling dresses and Indian sarees. It was a
huge business with a few hundred people working in
each branch. That’s what I knew from Bangladesh, but
ever since I arrived in the UK in 1991, all I saw was
everyone wanting to eat curry and rice and working in
the Indian Restaurant sector and that was the most
successful trade for most people of our culture.

What about your own children?
I have two daughters one of them is studying at Teesside
University for her PHD to become a doctor and the
other has become an Accountant. They are very
independent, but my family never come into the
restaurant. My youngest daughter loves cooking curry or
an Italian meal. I said to her if you want, we can open an
Italian and get someone to manage it, but she doesn’t
seem interested.

Did your parents want you to pursue
the same path?
Actually my parents were laid back and didn’t pressurise
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go out anywhere. The other big thing is the food industry
in general is facing staffing problems, not just the curry
industry, but also most places in the UK.

What was the final thought you had, before you
made your final decision to open up the Jolsha
venture in 2004?

Where do you think the staff issues are rooting
from?

That is a good question; actually I started working for my
family business in 1991 in Darlington, and prior to that my
grandfather and father both were in the garment industry,
so business is somehow in our genetics. I gained
experience from 1991 onwards and in 2004, I finally
plucked the courage to start my own Indian restaurant
business. It was a long, tedious, lengthy thought process.
The pressure and tension was building up to stand on my
own two feet whilst having a family to support. I didn’t

Another good question, because there are not any Asians
living locally and also the new generation is educated and
everyone is a graduate. Not many of them want to come
into the catering industry and some don’t like to work in
the back of the kitchen. The students that come from
abroad don’t mind working in the restaurant itself, but the
majority that work in the kitchen are the ones that get

married and come to the UK, and as they can’t speak the
English language very well they tend to work in the
kitchen and then they tend to stay there as they get a good
wage and that suits them. This is a new challenge that we
will be facing more in the future.

want any help from my family as I didn’t want to depend
on anyone and the only way was to start up on my own.
Every night I went to sleep thinking I have wasted one
more day of my life, I have to do something for myself,
and Alhamdulillah now it is successful. You can’t just
dream of doing something, you have to make it true by
making it happen yourself. You have to map out your
destination and take steps towards it. Everything happens
at the right time, the right step, the right place and the
right investment.

I have seen that you are also quite active at
campaigning for change for the Curry Industry?
In the catering industry, people are lobbying for sure. I
have been down to the Houses of Parliament myself and
doing demonstrations. No body really goes from the
North, but I went this year to campaign to save the curry
industry as we are facing problems and changes need to
be made for the future of this trade.

So what led you to choose the brand name Jolsha?
I have always loved the letter J, and the business name had
to be easy to pronounce. It had to sound appealing and be
something unique. I also asked people about the Farsi
origin of the name and the meaning of Jolsha that is also
important to me. It means to ‘bring together’. I searched
the web and there was only one other business in America
with the name Jolsha. Jolsha is about gathering together
especially when people say let’s meet at Jolsha.

So this leads me onto ask about how do you take care
of your staff in terms of training and supporting
their mental wellbeing, what do they need?
Most of our chefs are very loyal staff and they have
worked a very long time, I look after my staff like my
family with all kinds of facilities and they always tend to
stay. In comparison to another place, if they offered them
£20 instead of £18 an hour they would prefer to stay here
as the environment and everything is good and I try to
understand what are there problems too. That gives me
comfort that I must be doing right by them. We sit down
sometimes after any major issues or problems, sometimes

What’s the best and the worst part of working in the
industry?
The good thing is that you meet different types of people
and the bad part is working on the weekends and going
against the grain. I don’t have any time on weekends to
spend with my family because we have to work and can’t
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once a week and have a staff meeting. I ask them to tell me
about any problems, so I can solve them and work around
things, but I also take advice from my staff too.

as it is quite a large region. Everybody says to me why not
open another branch in Middlesbrough, because after
drinking they can’t drive. A lot of clubs and bars are in the
area and it’s not the right location to open another branch in
Middlesbrough. But the Morton location is much more
suited and bigger, in this branch we are based on 130 seats
over two floors and the location in Morton is 100 seats over
one floor. The decoration, style and everything else is the
same as this one.

How can your staff get better support?
Well if you look at any company structure there are
procedures, regulations and training programmes to follow. I
have 25-30 people that work in between both of my
branches, why should we be any different? That’s why I have
regular staff training and call the Health and Safety council to
book a food hygiene course, fire and safety and allergy
related courses for all my staff. Once a year I make sure all
my staff are updated on all the latest procedures. I also try to
brief my staff before every
shift about the evening ahead
so they can be mentally
prepared of who is coming,
how many people are coming
etc. Communication is very
important and it makes it easier
for us so we can relax. We need
to work harder by making
teamwork better and the staff
feel happier too.

I see on your menu that you have healthier alternatives?
Lots of women and people enjoy a healthier lifestyle and
want to avoid the oil in traditional Indian curries, so I offer
two alternative and specific healthy
options, grilled meat and also
vegetarian food.

Have you thought about
improving your food waste,
increasing sustainability and
recycling?
I don’t like wasting food so to
prevent food waste, maybe will
consider having smaller sized
portions on request, and saving
materials, but we have to prepare
everything fresh which is very
important. We will look at how to
recycle and reuse materials even
further; we have started to cut out
using plastic materials and looking
into using food banks.

How can we solve the allergy
crisis?
The allergy problem in this
country is huge, but some of
our people ignore or
minimalise this, we should be
concerned about this and take
it very seriously as it can result
in fatalities. A tiny 3 mg of nut
powder, can affect someone
with a nut allergy. We have to
tell the chef with priority and
then the chef prepares the pans
and pots accordingly, but
sometimes even accidental
cross contamination can affect
a person. A lot of the Indian
restaurateurs don’t invest in much staff training that’s the
problem in many cases.

You said that you enjoy yourself
at work, how do you enjoy
yourself outside of work and
relax?
I don’t, (laughs) well I go to eat
with my family sometimes to other
places to try other types of cuisines,
but still am always getting ideas for
the business, I don’t really switch
off. The good thing is that I can
wake up late, so that helps me to relax during the day. I have
Tuesday’s off to relax and we open from 6- 9pm on most
days except weekends.

How do you deal with difficult situations with
customers?

How did you feel after receiving your first Curry Life
award in November 2019?

One time we had a full house and a customer had a problem
with a starter and the main course arriving late, I then had to
go back and ask why was the main course late, if it’s a staff
shortage issue then please tell me, I will get additional staff
to cover the busy times. I normally ask an unhappy customer
how they would be happier? Do they want a complimentary
dish; do they want a discount to compensate? I always think
that the customer is always right.

Well I have received an award after 11 years so the event was
superb and such a helpful event and secondly it’s a great
recognition that Curry life promotes our business doing good
for the business and the restaurateurs and the staff, receiving
the award has bought in new customers especially after they
have seen it in the local press and social media, thank you
Curry Life. We have been nominated by our customers
actually for this award and that meant alot for us. We have
displayed it on our counter with pride and an honour.

How is the Restaurant in Morton different to the one in
Stockton?
Most of our customers come from all over Middlesbrough,
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Indian Aromatic
Duck ChaPancake
from Northgate Food

A new dish created by development chef
at the Northgate Foods, Kristian Wade in
collaboration with a new international
food partnership, is poised to make a
significant difference to Indian food
menus globally.
The Spice Trade - created with the
formation of the historic Spice Road
which early traders formed to connect
Asia with Europe – became a truly global
activity in the 15th Century. Since then,
chefs have continued to mix up herb and
spice offerings to energise menus
worldwide.
The new, exquisite and transformational
dish is a Southern Asia-Inspired Indian
Aromatic Duck Cha-pancake (ChapatiPancake). A Peking duck dish, the concept
is a development of the duck offering,
originated in Indian cooking that followed
the family tradition of keeping Runner
ducks for egg production.
The slow-cooked, crispy DALEE duck
meat is coated in a blend of delicate
Indian spices and served with red onion,

chopped herbs, a chapati style
pancake and a mild-Tamarind
(made from the seed pod of the
legume from tropical regions of
Africa including the Sudan) or a
spicy sauce alternative topped off
with zesty lime juice. Now rolling
out to Indian restaurants
throughout the UK, the global
partnership behind the idea
includes Northgate Foods, THE
BR Group (supplying ducks from
The Netherlands), East End Foods
producing
the
sauce
accompaniment and Ming Foods
creators of the brand-new Chapati
Pancake.
Commenting on the development
of the new concept, Kristian Wade,
At Northgate Foods said: ‘The
blend of herbs and spices used in
this dish mixes up cooking themes
from across all 28 regions of India.’
‘It is a melting pot of ideas and a
combination of infusions to satisfy
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the six different tastes that make up our
palette. Put simply, it is one dish that will
engage all the senses.’
‘And we are massively proud to say, that like
the UK’s most popular Indian dish, Chicken
Tikka Masala, it has been originated in the
UK.’
‘We hope it will fit comfortably alongside the
rich and complex flavours and fragrances of
traditional Indian cuisine, and make its way
across Europe and the rest of the world. We
think it deserves a place in global food
history.’
‘Is the Europe market ready to try this new
Indian spice journey? Well yes - we think it
is!’
Adds Jan ijzerman, of BR Group in Holland:
‘We have specialised in producing quality
duck products for over 50 years and we are
beyond excited by the potential of this new
food concept developed with our partners in
the UK. As word is already spreading fast
among the restaurant sector, we expect this
could be the next big Southern Asian food
phenomenon.’
‘Sam Doung of ming foods, describing the
special ’Cha Pancake’ devised for the dish,
says ‘we have been on a cultural journey to
create this unique infusion of Indian spices
that make up the Indian-inspired Cha
Pancake.’
‘We have brought together a diverse range of
culinary experts to bring this powerful and
inspired dish to the table.’
Adds Raj Kapoor of East End Foods. ‘We
import whole spices from 80 countries
around the world. Our UK further
processing spice milling operation in West
Bromwich, where we re-clean, grind, blend,
and freshly pack our spices, is state of the art.’
‘The aromatic duck blend is pure, freshly
ground spices, delivers critical to quality
attributes of aroma, flavour, texture, and a
truly authentic taste of the East.’
The Indian food of today can be tracked
back to the days of the Harappan civilization,
which was over 5,000 years ago. India
produces a bigger variety of spices today than
any other country in the world.
The health benefits of Indian foods are now
well accepted around the world. Indian spices
are rich in minerals and dietary polyphenols
and flavonoids, compounds with strong
antioxidant and anti-inflammatory benefits
that help protect against disease, aid digestion
and boost immune function.

INTERVIEW

Joinul Choudhury, Shamim Choudhury and Jaminoor Choudhury

Meet the Millennials

O

restaurant sometime. My father has been in the trade
for 38 years now and as a child you come to the front
of the restaurant and get introduced to so many
people and you like the feeling of being known. So I
knew it existed from a very young age and at some
point or another I would have some kind of
experience in an Indian Restaurant. I am very happy
that it did take off even though it wasn’t very easy
there was a lot of bumps along the way but it’s made
us who we are today and its bought us the reputation
we have today as well for hopefully many more years.

wners of the bustling Indian family
restaurant, River Spice, Jaminoor
Choudhury and Joinul Choudhury
have been successfully ran the restaurant from
an age where most individuals are studying in
higher education. The elder brother studied
locally and got through to college when he
discovered his passion for the catering industry
and since then, eight years in the running, the
entrepreneur decided that he wants to make his
mark in this industry and tells us what drives his
burning taste buds to stay within this industry.

A lot of the younger generation are not pursuing
higher education and also not entering the
catering industry, so what message would you have
for them?
Growing up in the restaurant industry we all stayed

What made you get into this industry?
From a very young age of about 10, I have been
family orientated and started going with my dad to
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away from this path but we are given this opportunity
for the restaurant to make a better life for us to pay
for the education we need and to make our parents
even prouder. However, the message that I will give
to the youth is to look beyond that, we did too. There
is a massive side that isn’t explained and our parents
aren’t good at explaining everything but it does
involve you putting your foot in and taking a look for
yourself, then you will see so many things that could
be simplified that could be made better. There’s
plenty of money out there and it’s a huge market out
there for this trade. What I would recommend to
anyone who is in the take-away industry of things is
to go deeper, do follow it up and see what you can
bring to the table because everything that’s there now
will be expiring soon. As for the staff side of things,
it does and it doesn’t exist depending on what kind of
person you are. Our younger generation were to take
over the staff side of things wouldn’t be an issue
because we know where to put what person.
What is the best thing you like about the
restaurant trade?
It’s being a Manager. I like the fact that I meet so
many new people every single day and am able to
network every single day, from a very young age I
would be at the restaurant every single weekend. You
adapt to it and grow with it and you begin to like it.
For me it’s like a networking event every day, I do like
it.
How do you deal with difficult customers?
I get difficult customers but I take pride in taking
that challenge, a difficult customer is they are very
fussy they want this that and the other it cant be just
what you serve them. I always take it on board and
make the smile the next time, its in our family genes
and traits that we remember everything and that
comes from taking an interest. But yes we do get
fussy eaters especially the Vegan scene has taken off
completely and we cater for many vegans and
everything we do cook for vegans is approved by
them.

Jaminoor Choudhury

calm and we pass on ideas to each other. We also talk
about it at home if we had a clash at work, for instance;
you recommended this, you disagreed on this how can
we resolve it and I would have to back up if my idea is
better in any way.
How is your approach in this day and age?
My approach is completely different in the sense that
when I started out it was holding a pen and paper,
yelling and disorganisation, and then you had ten
waiters none of the waiters were allocated a role as such
everyone just mucked in as and when help was needed
but we have watched and gained experience with this
and all the knockbacks and setbacks we have had to do,
my approach is massively different and that everybody
has to have a strict role. I like to streamline things so
back in the day the waiters had paper and pen, it took a
few years convincing my dad to streamline things with
upto date technology and software, iPads and taking
newer approaches to dishes and how we look at things.
Especially with all the health concerns that have come
up I believe that I am an asset to this business. I would
say the same to anyone the same age that is thinking to
go into this business that you are the asset.

Your father has been around for long time in
business, do you find any clashes with him about
running the business?
In Bengali they have a term which means there is a
day and night difference. When I first started out it
was more of taking instructions from the manager or
boss and then you work your way up from the
bottom to the manager. I wouldn’t like to say that I
know it all as am also still learning, but everyday is a
school day for me. In terms of styles of management
mine is very different to my fathers, however over the
years we have worked on our bumpy patches but we
both have come to agree that you have to stay very
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Card payments like no other
At Paymentsense, we like to make things simpler for our
customers. So, we’ve partnered with Unisoft Solutions to
deliver the kind of payments service you’ve always wanted.
A service that makes your life easier, cuts your costs and
gives you piece of mind.

Why choose Paymentsense?
· We’ll put together a rate that matches your needs, so you’re
never paying a penny more than you need to
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· Next day settlement
· We’ll cover your current provider’s exit fees up to £3,000
ɅŠîƙƙĿĳŠĚēîČČūƭŠƥŞîŠîĳĚƑîƙǋūƭƑǶƑƙƥƎūĿŠƥūĲČūŠƥîČƥ
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CHEF’S CORNER

Spice club

chef Mohammed Miah

Winner of best chef at the 2014
Curry Life awards and one of the
team at the nine-day Taste of Britain
event in 2015, Mohammed Miah was
proud to be on the receiving end of
such honours. During the festival in
India he produced crab mango and
drunken duck – both popular fusion
plates back at the eatery of the
kitchen he oversees in Somerset. As
well as those signatures, there’s

Spice lounge

chef Mohammed
Kamruzzaman

Chef Mohammed Kamruzzaman
was recently presented with a
Culinary Workshop certification at
the 2019 Curry Life event in east
London’s Providence Wharf – an
evening attended by industry experts
where ideas were shared and guests
feasted on a Bengali gala dinner.
Back in Norwich, he manages the
kitchen of a longstanding curry
house, and boasts over three decades
of experience. The varied menu is

taste of Paradise

chef alam hussain

In command of the kitchen of this
reputed spot in Newport is Chef
Alam Hussain, who was voted best
chef at the 2018 Curry Life awards.
With offerings such as the paradise
special (tandoori king prawn
alongside chicken and lamb tikka,
spiced with garlic, ginger and tomato
and cooked with onions and green
peppers) and signature chicken
Rajasthani (medium hot and
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plenty more for patrons to choose
from, ranging from lamb tikka balti
to Bengal tiger prawns.

Spice Club
10 Eastover,
Bridgwater,
Somerset TA6 5AB
Tel: 01278 433334

Food Hygiene Rating: 5
Takeaway: Yes
More info: spiceclubbridgwater.com

comprised of the likes of inventive
Kerala chicken (rolled with spinach,
coriander and cheddar) as well as
traditional options such as sagwala
and bhuna.

Spice Lounge
8-10 Wensum St,
Norwich, Norfolk NR3 1HR
Tel: 01603 766602

Food Hygiene Rating: 4
Takeaway: Yes
More info: spiceloungenorwich.co.uk

garnished with thinly sliced fried
potatoes), diners can expect
innovation as well as classics. Plus,
Alam is happy to style any dish to
suit individual tastes.

Taste of Paradise
Rear of 2-4 High Street,
Newport, Shropshire TF10 7AN
Tel: 01952 825505

Food Hygiene Rating: 5
Takeaway: Yes
More info: thetasteofparadise.co.uk

Shola Kitchen
takes London
by storm
Aida Khan, Owner of Shola Kitchen. Photo-Jade Nina Sarkhel

F

ollowing the rapturous response that greeted her
Gourmet Karachi Supper Club, writer and chef Aida
Khan opened her first restaurant in March 2019. It
was having moved to the UK and raising two young boys
that Aida became increasingly frustrated by the lack of
innovation in Pakistani food in London. From hosting
multiple meals for friends and family it was a natural
progression to start her own supper club and ultimately to
open her own restaurant.
Shola (‘spark’ in Urdu - the first flame as the team light up
the BBQ to create the charcoal grilled meats that have
already become firm favourites) is located in White City
Place, where the former BBC headquarters have been
skilfully reimagined as a new creative campus. It offers an
exceptional but fast casual South Asian culinary experience,
using high quality ingredients and innovative cooking
techniques. Here you will find fresh and flavourful food the
way it has traditionally been enjoyed for generations in the
households of Karachi, and all representing amazing value
for money.
Looking to share the nostalgia she has for the food of her
childhood, Aida has based Shola’s menu on family recipes
that have been passed down over the years. There are no
short cuts or inferior ingredients. Spices are roasted and
ground on site, and masalas are made from scratch.
Already being hailed as instant classics are the likes of
Tamatar Ka Kut, sharp smashed tomatoes tempered with a
fragrant mix of curry leaves, roasted onion and coriander

seeds; Chicken Karahi, stir fried chicken simmered with
ginger, garlic, fresh tomatoes and spices; Khattee Daal, a
mixture of lentils slow cooked and tempered with curry
leaves and whole red chillies, and Lamb Shoulder marinated
overnight with hints of pepper, cinnamon and cardamom
and then finished on a charcoal grill.
Equally delectable desserts round off this flavour-packed
culinary offering, spearheaded by Naan Khatai, a crumbly
semolina and flour cookie, glazed and sprinkled with freshly
chopped pistachios.
At Shola, spices are roasted and ground on site and masalas
are made from scratch, leaving no place for inferior
ingredients, pre-made components nor artificial flavours.
Thrilled to bring her culinary produce to a whole new
crowd, chef Aida commented “At Shola our aim is to take
you back to an era of simple, clean cooking, the way it has
been done in our family kitchens for decades. We hope the
food speaks for itself,we hope to bring back the intimate
atmosphere that is ultimately the inspiration behind Shola –
a familiar dimension of simple, clean cooking, the way it
has been done in Karachi households for decades. We hope
the food speaks for itself and can’t wait to share a piece of
our city with you.”

Shola Karachi Kitchen – London

Unit 6
Media Works
191 Wood Lane, London W12 7FP
020 8735 2822 Email: info@sholakitchen.com
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FIRST WOmEN LED POP UP
CURRY HOUSE IN BRICK LANE

A new enterprise has been set up to
empower some of these marginalised
Bengali women, amongst the
Bangladeshi Community in East
London allowing them to cook and
show off their home cooked food,
rarely served in restaurants that tend to
cater for the more Westernised palate.
The first women-led, pop-up curry
house Deshi Shad or Taste of
Bangladesh, took place on December 5
at Kahaila Cafe in Brick Lane. The
pop-up showed it is not a lack of skills,
but a lack of opportunity that prevents
marginalised women from fulfilling
their potential.
The curry house is an important and
symbolic milestone for the enterprise
and for Bengali women in the East
End. Tower Hamlets is rife with
inequality with 78% of Bangladeshi and
Pakistani women economically inactive.
Traditional Bengali recipes were served
by the group who share a love of
cooking and the menu for the night

contained a mix of Bengali vegan, meat
and pescatarian family recipes using
typical vegetables found in Bangladesh,
and also a few innovative twists on the
classics.
The pop-up was pioneered by the new
food enterprise project by Stitches in
Time, a community arts and education
charity which aims to give a platform to
Bangladeshi women in Tower Hamlets.
Asma Khan, an Indian-born British
chef who starred in Netflix’s awardwinning series Chef ’s Table, hosted a
motivational talk at her restaurant
Darjeeling Express in Carnaby Street
with the Bengali women who
participate in the Stitches in Time
project.
She said: “I have always said you cannot
be what you cannot see and this pop-up
will have a ripple effect in many
communities where women have low
rates of employment. Most of these
women can cook! This is a great way
for these women to celebrate their
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culture and build strong community
bridges.”
Since September, the collaborative
project has brought together 30
talented local chefs and female
professionals working in the food
industry. They have set up street food
markets, catered private events and
received workshops from established
female chefs to challenge stereotypes
and support talented and marginalised
female Bengali chefs in East London.
Dina Begum, author of Brick Lane
Cookbook is planning a workshop with
the women of Deshi Shad in 2020 and
said told ELL: “ It has been my mission
to champion the recipes I’ve grown up
learning from my mother and
grandmother, so I’m very proud to
support the first women-led curry
house pop up in Brick Lane. It’s
important to recognize the women who
have traditionally been behind the
scenes and bring them and Bangladeshi
cuisine to the forefront.”

SURREY CURRY FLURRY
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A

sleepy Surrey suburb, nestling on the
edge of the bustling London metropolis,
probably isn’t the first place to spring to
mind when searching for a top-notch Indian
restaurant.
Yet it is here, in leafy Walton-on-Thames, that
something of a restaurant revolution is under
way.
Islam Khan took over the Babucci curry house
on Bridge Street around three years ago – some
seven years after it first opened – and has
immediately started making a name for a high
quality, varied menu.
“Attention to detail is the main key to our
success,” he explains.
“This is paying off in terms of a vast increase in
custom we are experiencing now compared with
when I first took over.”
This flurry of business translates into around 130
covers on a typical weekend evening in the 67seater restaurant.
It has also led to a surge in takeaway orders, so
much so that a separate kitchen operation for
takeaways in now on the cards.
“When I refer to ‘attention to detail’” continues
Islam warming to his theme, “what I mean really
is taking care that you get everything in place
right from start, no matter how small a detail it
seems.
“Everything from the correct furniture and
accessories to employing motivated staff is vital
and I like to think this is why we have been
getting an increasing number of
recommendations in recent months.”
So to the proof of the pudding...
Straight away it’s clear that the imaginative menu
has been put together by a chef with more than a
little experience – in this case more than 35 years.
House specials include interesting takes on
common chicken, lamb and fish dishes –
including Chettinand chicken or lamb which
boasts no fewer than 18 home-made spices in a
hot garlic, ginger and coconut sauce.
This section of the menu also includes the eyecatchingly titled Gurka’s Revenge – a fullflavoured Nepalese dish in a garlic and chilli
gravy.
Tandoori dishes offered include everything from
a veggie Paneer Shaslick to something of a chef ’s
speciality in Chingribahar – a tasty recipe

involving king prawns grilled in the tandoor.
And for those who are really hungry, it takes two
to demolish the Babucci Shahi Grill – comprising
everything from Tandoori king prawns and
chicken to Zafrani Fish Grill, by way of chicken,
paneer and lamb tikka.
Our sampling of this ambitious menu certainly
lived up to its advanced billing.
Trying to get as varied a choice as possible, our
starters incorporated fish, meat and vegetarian
options.
Both the Salmon Shah and Mixed Platter were
expertly cooked and spiced – the fish dish
blending together grilled pink salmon with a
mouthwatering combination of mustard, dill,
coriander and fresh lime.
We also tried some tender marinated Tandoori
lamb chops set off nicely by some Masala
Mushrooms
Again attempting to get a representative sample
of the main courses, we once more went for fish,
lamb and vegetarian dishes – and the standards
set by our starters were definitely maintained
throughout the meal.
Everything from the Goan Lamb Shank, in a
tomato coriander sauce, to the Tandoori King
Prawns was expertly cooked and spiced – and the
chef ’s insistence on using only fresh ingredients
with home made spices and sauces shone through
clearly.
Perhaps the highlight was a Chicken Dupiaza
where everything just simply melted in the
mouth.
Which is probably just as well as Islam Khan
explains that it is word-of-mouth
recommendations from his loyal and growing
band of regular customers that has turbo-charged
the restaurant’s increase in business in recent
months.
Not content to rest on his laurels, he has a few
novel ideas up his sleeve to spread this growth to
the lunchtime trade, but for someone keen on
word-of-mouth, he is remaining somewhat tightlipped about this for the time being.
Suffice it to say that the Surrey curry flurry shows
no sign of abating any time soon in Walton-onThames.
Babucci is at 16-20 Bridge Street,
Walton-on-Thames, Surrey KT12 1AA
Tel: 01932 222364 – www.babucci.net
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RECIPE by

Chef Yogesh Datta

RECIPE

Duck Biryani

with onion, tomato, cucumber relish
Chef-Patron Yogesh Datta

Long regarded as one of finest Indian chefs of his generation, Yogesh Datta brings a strong sense of tradition to his cooking
yet marries it with just the right sense of modernity and flourish. Born in Shimla, a hill station in northern India, Datta initially
honed his expertise at New Delhi’s prestigious Taj Palace Hotel. This was followed by him working in a hotel in Geneva,
Switzerland, where he learned the ropes for French cooking before embarking as an Executive Chef for the Indian section
with the Sheraton hotel group in Dubai. From there, Datta arrived to work in London, heading up the kitchens of Tabla, a
modern Indian in the Docklands. Thereafter, he went on to open the widely acclaimed fine dining Indian restaurant The Painted
Heron in 2002 and subsequently, what is the City’s finest casual dining Indian, Bangalore Express.

Method

Serves 5-6 people

Wash and soak rice in cold water and set aside. You may
leave the skin on the bird or remove it is entirely. Wash
the duck in running water as well. Chop onions and
tomatoes.
Wash mint and coriander bunches, chop the leaves and
stems and keep separately. Pat dry the meat and marinate
in one table spoon of ginger/garlic paste, juice of one
lemon, salt and set aside for half an hour.
Heat a non-stick pan, sprinkle a little oil and add the
duck pieces to brown on high flame. Heat ghee/ butter/
oil in a deep heavy bottom pan add asafoetida, turmeric,
followed immediately by the chopped onions. When the
onions begin to colour, add rest of the ginger/ garlic
paste and red chilli powder. Cook over low flame until
the mixture begins to stick to the bottom of the pan.
Add the chopped stems of coriander and mint followed
by chopped tomatoes.
Add the duck along with yoghurt into the pan, cover and
simmer over low flame, until duck is cooked.
In another pan add lots of water along with salt and
bouquette garni- cinnamon sticks, cloves, green
cardamom, bay leaves. Cook the rice until 3/4th cooked,
throw away excess water and allow rice to cool to room
temperature.
Soak saffron in warm milk in a small bowl In a deep
heavy bottom deep pan, to layer the biryani, start with
one fourth of the rice. Next add half of the cooked
duck, half of coriander and mint, half of the special
garam masala and half of the prunes and cashew nuts.
Follow this with another layer of half of the remaining
rice, followed by rest of the duck, garam masala, prunes,
cashew nuts and half of the remaining mint and
coriander. Top this up with all the remaining rice, mint,
coriander, drizzle all the saffron milk around the pot
along with the kewda water.
Finish with fried onions and grated paneer. Cover the pot
with a tight lid and cook again over low flame for 10
minutes. Serve hot with onion, tomato and cucumber
relish.

Ingredients
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Duck whole : cut into approximately 12 pieces on the
bone
Basmati rice - 1 kg
Butter/ Ghee / oil - 200 gms
Low fat yoghurt - 500ml
Kashmiri chilli powder - 3 heaped tea spoons
Turmeric - 2 heaped tea spoons
Ginger/ garlic paste - 3 table spoons
Onions 2 - chopped
Tomatoes 4 - chopped
Juice of 1 Lemon
Asafoetida - commercial variety, mixed with flour
(optional) - 2 teaspoons
Special Garam masala powdered - black cardamom
seeds, black cumin seeds (kala jeera), coriander seeds,
Cumin seeds, mace flowers(javitri) and grated
nutmeg. - 50 gms
Bouquette garni- cinnamon sticks, cloves, green
cardamom, bay leaves
Saffron - 1 gm
Salt - to taste
Kewda water (optional) - 10ml
Milk - half a cup
Fresh mint - 1 bunch
Fresh coriander - 1 bunch.
Prunes pitted - 100gms
Fried cashewnuts - 150gms (optional)
Paneer grated (optional) - 100gms
Fried brown onions (optional) - 100gms
Onion /tomato/cucumber relish
Sliced red onions, tomato juliennes and cucumber
juliennes
Greek yoghurt, cream, salt, pepper, chopped garlic
and chopped coriander, salt to taste
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slick lane
M

ention The Lane in curry circles and
most people’s minds flip to Brick Lane the beating heart of the country’s Indian
restaurant business.
Yet nestling a few miles north-eastwards, in
Wanstead, The Lane is becoming known as the
name of a popular local eatery, which is also
building a reputation for the quality of its food and
service.
When it comes to the food, there’s no doubt that
much of that reputation is thanks to the expertise
of chef Mohammed Rabel who, before joining The
Lane, worked at a number of top restaurants.
These include Shahin at Sunbury-on-Thames and
the Cookham Tandoori, reportedly frequented by
the likes of pioneering chef Heston Blumenthal,
former Prime Minister Theresa May and Oscar
winning actor Sir Ben Kingsley.
Putting this expertise to the test, we first sampled
the mixed hors d’oeuvres, on the basis that this
would give a taster of the different types of
ingredients on offer.
Comprising everything from grilled duck to a king
prawn suka, and also including sheek kebab, as well
as chicken chaat and tandoori, there was certainly
enough to go on.

And the verdict was... that the quality of the fare
on offer was genuinely a cut above the standard you
might expect at your average local restaurant.
The chicken and prawns were tender, while all of
the tit-bits clearly benefitted from the restaurant’s
pledge to make all of its own spices and sauces
from carefully selected fresh ingredients.
Appetites whetted by the mixed hors d’oeuvres, we
went onto the mains – where we again chose a
mixture of dishes to test the restaurant’s breadth of
menu.
This included the traditional - in the shape of a
chicken biryani – and a slightly more ambitious
selection from The Lane Speciality menu in the
form of a Lamb Korai.
At the risk of sounding predictably positive, these
too would stand out from most similar dishes
served up elsewhere.
The sauce used for the biryani was both delicate
and nicely spiced, while the lamb also melted in the
mouth, and was nicely complemented by the
spinach and potato side dishes.
Judging by the turnout at the restaurant, with all 50
seats occupied in a single sitting, and a healthy
takeaway trade, this upbeat assessment is shared by
many in the local community.
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google and other social media sites – but the most
important endorsements have come from our
customers via word-of-mouth. ”
There’s no doubt that The Lane of Wanstead is
making waves in the way same way as its famous East
End namesake has been making over the years.

Joint owner, Sultan Chowdhury, explains: “Since
taking over in May this year, we have introduced a new
menu – and have also spent time and money
refurbishing the restaurant.
“The response from the Wanstead community has
been nothing short of great, both to the change in
food quality and the surroundings; hence big turnouts
on evenings like this and especially on weekends.”
He adds: “Since taking over we have also had
numerous positive reviews on tripadvisor, facebook,

The Lane is at 82 Nightingale Lane,
Wanstead, London E11 2EZ.
Tel: 020 8989 1500
www.thelanewanstead.co.uk
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Indian wine producer Soultree ships
debut launch of wines to the UK
A joint venture between Kingsland Drinks and Indian wine
manufacturer Soul Tree have made the first ever shipment from
India to the UK. The combination of Soul Tree Red and Soul
Tree White wines will be available for trade from December
onwards after celebrating an eight-year success.
The wines are also being developed to meet the house wine price
point on Indian restaurant wine lists whilst being designed to
drink alongside Indian food and join the brand’s existing family of
Sauvignon Blanc, Rosé and Cabernet Sauvignon.
Adam Marshall, Buying Controller at Kingsland Drinks, said:
“The Soul Tree range represents the very first Indian wine in our
portfolio and a fresh segment for the category; India is now
officially on the map as a bulk wine producer, and we’re excited to
lead the way by bringing Soul Tree wines in bulk directly to the
UK on-trade.”
The transition to bring Indian wine in bulk to the UK has
depended on Kingsland Drinks’ reign during the 1960’s being the
first company in the UK to import wine in bulk form. The buying
team consists of specialists who source and manage a variety of
wines from all over the globe whilst also working on innovation,
insights and marketing. The newly launched wines are ready to be
distributed from Kingsland Drinks full-service site in Irlam,
Greater Manchester.
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Superior
double
fermented
beer

An extremely
smooth, full-bodied,
and very drinkable
beer, ideal for
food pairing

King Cobra is double fermented in the bottle,
a process normally reserved for fine Trappist
ales, producing a super-premium, full-bodied
liquid with a pleasant, hazy appearance.
This unorthodox approach gives King Cobra
its warming, powerful depths.
Served in a sharing bottle and at 5.2% ABV,
King Cobra is perfect for sharing over any cuisine.
In addition to the existing 750ml bottle,
we are delighted to introduce the new 375ml
Mini King Cobra, stock up while you can!
Call your Cobra Sales Manager or
Head Oﬀice on 0207 788 2880 to find out more.

SIGN UP TODAY
Join the UK’s most successful food
delivery provider.

34,000 Restaurant Partners
are now serving nearly
11 million people a month
on Just Eat.

You could bring in
4,000 more orders
a year.

Save over £6,000*
a year with exclusive
partner discounts.

You can even have us deliver your meals
too. Call us on 0203 370 9922.
Delivery available in selected areas only.
*based on the top 100 Just Eat accounts

